Quick Guide to Preparing a Federal Grant Proposal: How to
Locate and Integrate Legitimate Evidence-Based Practices into a
Grant Application
What is an Evidence-Based Practice?
An evidence-based practice (EBP) is an intervention, model, or theory that has been proven
through research and evaluation to be effective in multiple populations and different
settings. Evidence-based practices have been through the rigor of research and are known
to lead to desired results and long-term outcomes. Evidence-based practices can be found
in many disciplines and across many interventions, and they signal to federal grant reviewers
that your program rests on a solid foundation and their investment in your program with
federal grant dollars will be sound.
Why do I need to include an Evidence-Based Practice in my grant proposal?
Ø It’s a requirement! In many federal grant solicitations, the funding agency specifically
requires that you identify and explain why you have chosen a certain evidence-based
practice for your project. Inclusion of an evidence-based practice is a common core
component of the review criteria. Grant proposals without EBPs will likely lose
points.
Ø It proves you’ve done your research! When you base your program around an
evidence-based practice, it shows you have done your research on the intervention
or program you are proposing. You know the landscape in this area, and you are
choosing a model that will increase the likelihood of success towards the outcomes
you hope to achieve.
Ø It benefits you! Building a program from scratch is difficult and often unnecessary.
An evidence-based practice is the scaffold upon which you can build your program
while allowing modifications for your specific population, geography, or intervention.
Where can I find Evidence-Based Practices?
Different funders often provide guidance and databases for searching evidence-based
practices. Other EBPs may be found based on the discipline, program area, or other aspect
of your project. Professional associations may also publish evidence-based practices based
on research conducted by the association in key topic areas. In the following table, Nevada
GrantLab provides links to key agency-related evidence-based practices.
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